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GEORGE ADP..MSKI: I thought I would take up the question tonight in reference to
what we might expect in years to come and why we are in the condition in which we
find ourselves toda.y. "fIery fe:w people realize just what has been ta.l.{ing place. We
have been moving se fast, in 0,,", many ways:; that we overlook many things and cannot
quite place ourselves at the moment as to why all these things are taking place as
they do, including "Flying Saucers" among many ~thcr things.

In the first place, we have prcphecies that we have o~erlooked~~. ther pt n
Nostradamus, the Bibl~> &1d many ethers, and I might say right here that those
prophec:tes <;l.re actually coming true;) if we look at th~m in the right way. For ex
ample.• it states in our own Bible that in the latter days (as We might call it at
the mCl'nant) that w..~en these things will be happening•••llke "signs in the sky and
war and rumors of war" 0 b "we will ha're come to a end of a clcle1 nr as some people
call it, a ttdispensation ll

61 These things are taking place right at the very moment.
At the same time, there is a statement made also that the yellow races everywhere
will be rising and demanding the rights that the white man has enjoyed all these
ages. We have such trouble today in Asia.

So there's your,fullfilment right there to really know why the disturbed conditions
in this world~ We are moving, moving slowly, sometimes a little fast, other times
slowing up, but we are moving forward. Go back to the time f J..945, (or even before
1945) since the war ended; cur own government, as well as every government in the
world, is not the same government as it was. If' you look back even two years, you
will find a tremendous chaltge has taken place.

We find, if we look back, that science especially is moving faster than any time
in the histor,y ot our civilization. At one time, science was actually ignored.
Many great men and minds h3ve died by the wayside with ideas that could ha.ve put
us forth probably one hundred years farther than what we are. But they were ig
nored$ A sc.i.entist may conceive ideas, but he may not have the means to back them.
up 0 The people dien I t back them uP.'4 -they didn t t even think the ideas worthwhlle,
they were afrai.d to move forward even if they saw the idea. As a result" we have
not moved too fast.

But since the war (a more tlr l~ss scientific type of war, where scienti.fic instru
ments were used) the governments allover the world have backed science up~ In
the last ten years they have moved ft:.r.ther than they have moved in the last hund
red years ••• and they are moving so fa.st tha.t i.f we conti.::lue as we do today; no one
can say just what this nation or this whole world will be like;; say by 1970.
There are many things coming forth.

Just in New York, I was talking at the oftiees of the National Broadcasting Com
pany. We were talking aboat the many things that are t~"anspiring t/"'lday. We find
that even right now they are already developing instruments in surgery where the
k.:ni..fe (i.n operating) is no longer going to be used in the manner it has been....
but 11high frequencyn. Things like thet are taking place.

The president of Lear Cnmpany ot L0$ Angeles.t made a statement not so lnng ago
that one of these days, and probably lOllg before we actually will have a spnce
shjp of our own going into outer space, that we will g~ intc a booth} so~thing

like a phone booth, with baggage and all, and ask for the prices to New York from
Los ~J.geles~ They will tell. you the prJ,ce, you will deposit the money (like you
do in the telephone b..,~) and someone, some'~here, will push a buttf'\n••• and less



than a split second you will be in New York. This sounds 1q:>oas1ble, but never
theless those are poasibUitiee that we are facing today. They:are eo.m1n8 gra-
duallY ter has 0011 scratched-the surface of electronice •••and as he goes
along, he will discover many o~er ~J.ngs.

You ladies, one ti these days, will not have to be buying brooms. Your houses
wUl probably be wired with magnetic lines of positiva force around your floor,
where your dust would be attracted. Since aU part~cles are negatj.ve~ the posi
tive line would attract them like today a magnet attracts dus.ts of iron.

All those things are coming forth. It t s only a matter of t:Dne, and I would say by
60, if things go right, and we do not have a global war of an atomic nature,

which would have a tendency or actual potential of destroying this civilization,
that we should go forward. We should go to such a civilization 8a has never been
known on this earth before,-a let further than many others you have probably read
about •••Atlantis, Lemuria, and other eiviUzations that have advanced far. I
should say that we will advance a lot further, it we ourselves today can trust
science. VVben I say It scieneeff , I don t t mean all -men are scientists beoause they
are working in a scientific f'acto~1. I mean major science, science that works in
the ~aboratory.. that actually works with nature, not independent of nature.

Look to nature for discoveries, for we must admit that nature has given man near
ly everything he has today. Even Edison, many times, when he got puzzled in the
laboratory, would giva up the w~le idea and go up in the park some place and
smoke a pipe. While he was free of the thought he was working on, suddenly an i
dea would be -impressed upon his mind•••and he would go to his laboratory and f1
n1(!Jh his job.

Man must look to nature. He is a by-product of nature (we can say it that way) •••
she is his mother and can give him any answer he wants, providing he goes to her
in the I'ight way and actually listens to what he 1e supposed to be listening to,
instead of his own mind rattling, sometimes wild, not finding any answers to his
PToblems.

We will find that probably b 1970 we will also ha.ve automobiles as we have today
•••but they will not have any wheels. They will not run on gasoline as ours do
today. Take Los Ange es, ....i is in a terrible state; New York is coming along the
same way, and many other cities.. The more cars we have, the more exhaust we will
have, and much of that f~el is not burned••• smog is created which 1s not good for
human beings anywhere. This has become .quitea problem, and especially in Los
Angeles, as you ha'lf/e probably rea.d. It is not very pleasant.

So these new things must come forth if this civilization ia going to survive in a
good healthy state. We will have to adopt other means by which we can propel Qur
selves from place to plaoe. That next step will be to harness the very power that
you have been reading that the Flying Saucers or Spacecraft use. These people
(from other planets) do not use fuel like we use••• and they are moving through
space. We will have this pOWer harnessed ana probably much earlier than we real
ize. We will have automobiles and everything else propelled by this power. This
power is tremendous~-far greater than you realize •••and it is inexhaustible.

This world has been in existence for ages and ages, millions upon millions of
years. Yet, there were other bodies, other worlds in existence prior to this
world, and they keep going. By what power? When we stop to think' for a moment,
we begin to realize that some great power is reallY propelling these bodies
through space.
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For instance~ our own world is moving at the rate of 162 miles per second on the
orbj~ side of the sun, while it moves nearly 19 miles per second on the 24-hour
basis. We find that it makes nearly 600 mill~on ~ es per year,-and we do not
know cnything about it~ (We don't even know it has moved an inch). Our earth is
25,000 miles around. That:s quite a large sized body to be moved through space
at that speed. Then we find Jupiter out there, actually eleven times bigger than
our own world" I!l fact, if i.t was cut up into our own size, it would make eleven
of our worlds. Then, we find many other bodies that are far larger than that, and
are all moving just like toys through space. We never give much thought to this.
Yet, there they 'are •••no one is pushing them, no tTjet-engines tl on them, no
ttwingsll •••but there they are floating through space.

We have a tendency in this world to think that nnthing is really happening be
cause we donft feel any movement. The ancients thought there was a prop holding
this oarth up someplace~ •• or strings holding it from above. Yet, all you have to
do is to look out into space. Other planets are moving across the heavens as well
and there is nothing holding them up. They are actually floating in a sea of
power. That power can be harnessed•••has been harnessed•• cby those ~f other pla
nets. Why cannot it be harnessed by ~ur own scientists? They will harness it; they
are alreaQy working along that line.

In fact, if you go back to about 1925, you find Lindbergh and many others were in
volved in the particular plan of a young man by the name of Hendershaw who was
working on a certain generator. The generator was being devised under the super
vision of the military. This man (Hendershaw) himself was knocked so badly by
this power that he spent some time at the Bellevue Hospital.

So it is not really a mystery entirely. The mystery is how to develop to a stage
where we can run the whole world with it••• to run anything that requires power.

We are puzzled by many things~ We are puzzled how the Saucers "flyn. Yet, if we
look at the situation correctly, we must admit at we ourselves as a world are
nothing but a space ship moving at that rate of speed. None of us know of this
movement.

These people have harnessed that'power; utilize the same law by which they oper
ate their space ships which are uman·-made planets", and they are puzzling to us
because we have failed to look at our own (planet), from which we could learn
just what is taking place~

We are also coming to the stage in development (and this may be disastrous to cer
tain groups), when we will be dealing ~ith this force in such a manner that no
human being will have to suffer from disease. That time is not too far off, either.
For instance, medical science has advanced a long way, done wonders in many things.
Yet, with all their advancement today, we find there are many new diseases coming
up with which they ca~ot cope~

Now, we find a great dis"turba,E.g.e in the worlcLof the human mind. Well, a human
being is a by-product of nature (let us put it that way • Nature, e Mother
Earth, has given him a body. That body is only transformed earth into flesh and
blood and bones o It goes back there. You might as well face it. Well; naturally,
if the Mother Earth, Herself, gets a little shaky, let us say, you are going to
be feeling it yourself .. You're related to it in that manner .. Well, the Mether
Earth is shaky, you might say, at this time.



Just how far' Sh~ii-S .go~~g..to go with it is anybody· s guess. No one really ~nows.

But we do know that there f 8 something going on in this world and we do know that
this year we had quite a number of bad conditions produced by nature. Millione of
dollars lost, disasters caused by hurrlcanes; hot weather in California in pla
ces were it was not known before.

A lot of people have a tendency to blame this on the atom bomb. Let me say to
you the atom bomb might have had a. little to do with it, but it didn't do all
that. It couldn't. It's impossible for it to bring such a disturbance as that.
Because you might s~ the lightning formed is equivalent to that and is not dis
turbing conditions. But what is really happening, might be said, is this: most
of you have read that prior to the war; Admiral Byrd went to Little America. When
he came back, he told us there was nothing but ice and snow,-solid, everywhere.
Yet, after the war had ended, he went to Little America again and came back with
a different kind of story. What was that? He said that the ice and snow was
thawing, .melting very fast and that rivers and lakes were forming, and even ve
getation was begir~ing to show here and there. We must admit again that to bring
conditions like that about in that part of the world, some change had to take
place to produce that climatic condition which did not exist there before.

You see, since the earth itself is moving on the side, what they oall shifting
off its axis,. then you and I and everyone is going to be disturbed, whether we
know what is disturbing us or not, Unless we know what is taking place, wetll
be guessing at many things and often blaming many things for our uneasy feelings.
We are, you might say; a sensitive instrument that is able to register and speak
what we feel.

How far all this will go, no one oan tell you. However, the scientists that are
I good are on the job, watching with the instruments they have, carefully ohecking
to see what is really happeningo So tar" no danger is showing; but at the same
time, the climatic eonditions like we have had this summer oould easily ha.ve
been brough~ about by a slight. shift of the earth that could proC'~ce a current to
cause such storms as we have been having. It has done that before~ We have a eold
condition in one section and SUddenly it begins to get warm•• ,it is going to pro
duce a terrifio storm or vortex or whirlwinds that will travel any distance.

Now we also have the space ships that are coming. Why are they coming? They are
not going to conquer you and me or :L1lpose any religion upon us or any kind of
ideas upon us. They will share their knowledge with us if we care to have it, but

II they are not going to foree it. Their roaj~ observation is, r~ally, the same shift
of our -own earth. It's not only our own earth but the whole system that is going
through a change which is a cycle that is coming to an end and another will take
its place. Frem. there on, she'll ride on even keel again.

We don't know what it is going to bring us, as I stated before, but we have had
such conditions in times gone. Biblical history has recorded some of them. Some of
them we have no record of, because history was not written that early and if it
was the civilization that wrote it wont down and the history with it. The library
of Alexand!'ia could have had probably much of that history but it was burned by
fanatics. So we can or~y go back on the history of our biblical nature and see
that things have taken place like this on earth at one tima~ like Noah's flood,
for instance. That was a natural catastrophe.
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yet, we are also in a position to bring in human catastrophe upon ourselves. We
are not careful, not patient enough to wait and let things work out by themselves
as they will. We can through impatience bring a conflict of atomic warfare that
would. finally annihilate us all. But, by keeping your minds open•••you don't
have to swallow everything that anybody tells you. You'd be foolish if you did.
But you have got a mind of your own, all you have to do is use it. When you use
it, you'll get an understanding of yourself. In that way, you can govern your
self very well and you can be ready for what might come. Any great advancement •••
you will fit right into it; any changes •••you will fit into them. Thatts the on
ly way you can. These are the only people that will fit into these times.

Remember, too, that the masses as a whole have always been ~gainst the few. Al
ways have been•••you can read history. People have always been a . tR change.
Yet change is something that is forced by nature heree f, as is t ing place to
day. Some are afraid to speak because of loss of job; others because of loss of
prestige or friendship; others won't speak out of fear of total criticism by a
humanity which might not understand them. As far as history goes, we find that
all of our great men and women of scientific or'philosophical nature have been
crueified, condemneQ, and even burned at the stake in earlier days because they
were not understood, and only because they saw things to come. Here we have those
things they saw at that time! It is only now that scienee has "freedom", you
might say, to go ahead to better humanity.

When I say n~iencen I mean true science, on the grounds that a t e scientist
doesn't care what your fai may be, what your color may be, what cation
is. 'When he finds something that is beneficial to mankind, he hands it over to
the whole world. He is a true scientist" We are in that stage today and unless
the faiths of our-World wake up to this moment, they also will be just a matter
of history.

If you could see the letters that/~eceive. I got a letter (from home) today, tel
ling me that last week over 3500 letters came in, and most of them are from
young people 15 to 30 years of age. They are all asking the questions that we are
talking about tonight. We, the older people, must eventually make way for them.
Unless our f·' hs go along with the movement of the day, these youngsters will
probably turn away from the doors of the chu •

We have already started a program that is far more amazing and holds more future
for us than anything that has been e~er undertaken on this planet before. That
is when Eisenhower signed a bill for the first satellite to go out. That is the
beginning of venturing into space, pioneering, by ourselves. He is not the only
one. Notice that the four great powers of the world at the Geneva C~nference,

made the statement simultaneously, after he signed the bill. So it is a world
movement, not one nation. This is the tendency today, and has been for some
time ••• take Wendell Willkie's "One Worldrt ••• the United Nations has promise of
that result and are pushing that same way. There is something transpiring in
this world that we never dreamed would take place in our time, but it is taking
place .... the tendency toward a United VJorld.

Vfuy not? If we do admit there is a great power which has put us here and has al
so created this world. I believe, myself, that this power meant for all that were
placed upon this planet to be as a family, not as strangers, and go where they
wish to go upon this great ball of dirt. Now, if that was in the beginning, the
chances are that the issue is coming up now that the fulfillment will take place.

,-
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We are facing this condition today and must look up to it, have an open m1nd; for
the first satellite going out there is not going to be the last, I assure you.
There will be others!

Before I left California, the Conva' tern (I know Mr. MeFarlin of their eXperi-
mental department quite well) •• e a statement that if' all goes right, within
le months we will have a ship that will move from New York to England. in 90 min
utes!

The general public does not really realize just what is going on. True, we might
say that we are in a state of war because we have not signed peace, and things
are moving because of the neoessity in that lina. But don't forget, during such
a research, other things are found•••beneficial to peace-time conditions. Much
of that has been found already, that could be utilized for the good of humanity_

It is not surprising for Convair to come out with a statement like that. Besides,
they came out with another, i.e. that only in a matter of a short time, two or
three years, we will have a space craft going out into space •• ,probably Venus or
Mars.

I have an article right here published by a' T~ch P ~ena ....the group that
controls the lOo-inch telescope at Mt .. Wilson and tne 200-inch telescope at Mt.
Palomar. Dr. Hubbell .... I''tfe known him well before he passed away••• told us a oouple
of years ago, at a lecture in Philadelphia, that the lOO-inoh telescope alone had
uncovered between o~~ to three siK-til s. And a 1 are not stars as we oall
them. If you look into e heavens, you will notiee that some do not blink; others
do. Those that do not blink are planets. Those that do blink are suns like our
own, He said that the earth is duplicated" probably, many, many times out there
with the same olimate, same air, same everything. I have that document.

So you see, we will not be aiming at a.ny ttdead spottt, as has been thought at fi~st,

but for some spot that some life is on. About nine months ago I made a statement
which I made before and made emphatic, that I had not backed on at all, for it
was no speculated. thought ••• that there is air beyond our atmosphere. We've been
taught that there wasn't, that it was a vacuum. Yet, when the satellite was an~

nounced, 'What was the answer? They said that it (the satellite) will stay up in
the air maybe two days at the most, then it will wear itself out by friction. It
will buck th~ air that's there, which is light air, not as heavy as here, and
thereby disintegrate.

,We have to use a little common sense here. We know that 1/IJol! star 359 i~ j;11,ght
1i ht years away from us.Don't misunderstand the light year q as to. 0 0

p ~ - ave an idea that light years eD-st between our planets. They don't. Same
mileage you have on the speedometer in your oar. It's only oetween systems that
light years enter. Yet, we've been getting the cod~ system from that body, 'known
as Wolf star 359, for the last seven years. What has been decipheredl I don't
knbw, •• they're not releasing th~ information. But something has been deciphered
and was recognized as intelligently sent. Thatts why an instrument was set up to
catch it. Had it been jumbled, they would not have bothered with it. Now, to get
a message and cod~ system coming from such a great distance, anyone that's got
any common sense must admit there must be something in space on which this message
arrives. It t s got ba', have a carrier~

We are only beginning to learn now•••there were nothing but theories. Our instru
ments were not good enough to prove a lot of things to us. So we speculated. on
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on them. All they were •••Were theories. As we progr6ss, in the field ~r science,
we find that we develop bette~ intruments. Just the other day I read an article
where the present spectroscope is obsolete. (Editor's Note: A spectroscope is a
scientific instrument composed essentially of a prism and slit, used in astrono
my to examine the spectra of solar light.'4separating rays into their prismatic
colors so as to determine the SUbstance). We have a better one now,-one that will
prove more truthful.

I have seen a T.V. program while I was in Los Angeles, where an atomic scientist
was talking about the same thing, the spectroscope,.that it was completely talse
except that it could be used on material right here, but not in outer space. Yet,
we based a lot of our information on the spectroscope and £ig~ed we were right.
On stage, the scientist showed a bowl, flat and loaded with water, and he let the
public look through it to the other side,to see what the object on the other
side of the bowl l.,oked like. Much confusion. Nothing was outlined perfectly.
Thatts what he said then and that's what the spectrum brings to us•••because we
go through "dry" water••• tw" hundred miles of it, which we call atmosphere. So
we cannot get the exact truth of the chemicals.

Besides, here is another thing••• judging those planets as to composition, clima
tic conditions and all upon them••• science hS$ admitted in the field of astrono
my that space is full of spa.ce-debris. All right, that debris can be made up of
particles of dust, gases of various kinds. All these are going to register on the
spectroscope long before the target is actually hit. If we do not know the in
terference that exists between us and that target, that other planet, whereby
we could deduct the interference to the exact percentage,. how are we ever going
to know what the truth is on that planet?

Yet, we are moving in that direction today. Thanks to electronic we are working
t.o where the electronic system will finally be develope to such an extent that
we'll be able to use it like a stick, extended. Inch by inch, measure every inch
of it (space) and then hit the target and deduce the percentages of interference
and have the answer, even if we never go out with a space craft. Yet we will go
out with a space craft much $ooner than you realize. Space craft have been on
drawing boards in airplane firms for some time.

I was talking to Oberth, one of the greatest scientists in the world, as some
people call him, w le I was in Buffalo, New York. We talked quite a bit about

, these things. A space-platform, such as we are planning, or other nations are
planning, will serve us as a stepping stone. But it will not be the solution.
Our solution will have to be something better than that. Besides, a space
platform, if it goes out into space where there would be friction encountered,
will wear itself out also, unless ,that space-platform has a force-field around
it, protected such as the earth is protected by a force~field Which we call at
mosphere. And unless we get it to a balance" where the magnetic pull is both
ways,like taking two magnets of equal strength and suspending something between
them--the space-platform will disintegrate. But even then, we wouldn't know if
it would disintegrate or not. There is only one true answer to the space-plat
form, that it may stand up for years to come, as the earth does, and that is to
produce the same condition around it, as the earth has around itself.

We have been making fun at Flying Saucers, yet it is amazing how much we have
already learned from them. Without them, we probably would not have been think
ing in these terms today. They have not o~ly awakened our minds to the potenti.als
ahea4 of us, not only to the potentials/8ther human beings like ourselves, liv-
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ing on another body there, floe.ting through space as we are •••but they taught us
~hat to look for in order to do the same thing. They have taught us much more
than has been written down, or given to the public in general.

In all the years that they have been passing, no one has been hurt and, natur
ally, we must admit that the space-craft of this type ••• that our or any other
jets cannot catch up with ••• could do a lot of damage if they so wanted. Nobody
can retaliate against them~ But they have done nothing like that. It's not their
purpose. There purpose is, again, as I ,go back to the thought ••• this whole.~ystem

is making a slight change,-you have two bodies in relationship to each other in
that manner for thousands of y-ears, suddenly one of them tilts and the relation
ship changes ••• the other will know it. As ~e have good instruments able to re
gister earthq es at 8~OOO miles and furthe~, we have us as good instruments
to register ti s ourselves'. Scientists are using them today, watching the
shifts of the earth. These people being that much further ahead, proving to us
that they are since they are traveling through spac~, must be even further a
head on such instruments 'and have detected that changes are occuring and began
to move and see just what is happening in the system. For they too will pro
bably be affected to some degree by these certain changes. They must be, for
this system is like anything else,-everything within it must be balanced or it
cannot work. You knock a spoke out of a Wheel, run it, and you wreck it unless
you replace it. Think of our own system and planets here, even the slightest
change in the air would bring about different conditions and would change condi
tions in general. That is one reason they are coming,-which is quite scienti
fic,-and only as observers, we are learning much. A lot more than the public
realizes.

I have an article written in France saying that the first satellite going out
(further than the one just going out as a test) will carry "Flying Saucer equip
ment lf to help it along. A lot of people ask if the Flying Saucers have landed
or have they not. 'Well, where did we know about this l1Flying Saucer equipment"?
This has been published not in our but in the·French papers, and they seem to
know more ,about what we are doing than we ourselves! There is so much of this •••
naturally, a lot of it must be secretive. As I stated, the world is still at
war, no peace" has been signed. Any moment, tl;dngs might happen and you have to
guard against those moments. So some of the things we develop, 'We must keep se
cret. Not that we do not want the public to know, not that the public is not en
t;itled to know it •••but it must be kept seQret,. When the time eOnle$J that all is
..ell, then these things will be known.

! have talked to a renowned man from. General Electric. He said, "George, if ...e
could put out the stuff we have already developed and put it into operation and
let the public come and see it, it would be so fantastic that they wouldn't be
lieve what they were seeing to be true tt • That's how far we have gone.

Yes, indeed. The T.V. and such few things as we can'enjoy in our homes today are
very minor and quite obsolete--right tod~•••and they are quite new to us. In the
future, as we advance, T.V. will not be the T.V. that carries a picture from a
few miles away, but we will get them not only from the planets in our own system,
but also from far outer-space. They will do even more than that. You yourself
will be able to communicate (no different than you do on the telephone today)
with beings on other planets. Anyboqy can learn aQY language. We have people
coming from foreign countries who learn our language quite well in a short
time. Today, these people eoming our way (from other planets) learn our lang
~age•••how? They tune in on our radio and T.V. and learn in that way. It is no
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longer a problem. It calls for a little time, that is all.

I
I} We will find that our own cooking, even the raising of food will be done elec

tronically. On these ships they do have that. They have green vegetation by the
day. We are now beginning to realize for the first time that the same force that
propels our earth, as it does billions of planets in outer space, also produces
our food, produces life through the process of breeding which you and I have to
depend upon. In other words, we are getting at the source of all things. Once
knowing how tp use this knowledge, nothing will be impossible. All things will
be made quite easy. Man will live as long as he wants without knowing age.

When you release humankind of this world from its strait-jacket of tension,-the
tension it finds itself in the day-by-day struggle for a living in the manner that
it is all set up tod~ •••when you remove that, you have nearly removed all the
causes of age, sickness, and possible death.

We are facing that type of a future, providing we do not become impatient and
suddenly blow ourselves to bits by trying to grab from the other fellow. This
is not worth the chance. Vfuen people get down tb common sense and work out the
problems that are to be worked out and let nature help them along, it's then we
are going to consolidate and ~ork as a unit toward the great good that is awaiting
us.

All will have much time by the number of things being done with electronics,
things they have to do themselves today. Much time to study, to develop the mind.
Your mind is only about 1% in action at this time, with 99% to be developed. It
must be admitted that a mind with only 1% of its potential developed, and has
done ~hat it has (even through error and pain) •••what will it do when it has a
chance to really develop as it should develop?! You will see a virtual heaven
compared to what has been known. Look back to the cave-times. See what has been
done to this moment. At the beginning, man had so little to work with. He meant
well but he did not have the instruments with which to work. What did he do? He
actually had to dig a hole in the side of a hill to live in. Later, he knew how
to cut timber and hew a house from it. Compare your own home to that of the
past. \~y, it's a palace, compared to one of, say 1900, in our own country. A
few years from now what you call a palace today, you will look upon as a "shack"!

That is how man progresses, not in one thing, but in everything. Let us use our
eyes to see what is actually ahead of us. We may be disappointed at times. Nature
has a role to play•••we will find it hard to understand. Things will happen along
the path. But remember there is always a little labor demanded from everyone, to
get his reward at the end of the road.

Sometimes you wonder if these fiction writers have not something on the ball.
Well, some of the stories are fantastic and quite contrary to nature~ but there
is also a decent foundation behind most of them.

I know a great astronomer, and what he knows about astronomy I cannot speak to
you (of what he has told me) without jeopardizing his position, so he writes
fiction in that same field to put it out that way. It's not the fault of the ins
titutions, it is the fault of most people. They fail to think. What they fail to
learn by not thinking they will criticize the others who cannot stand the risk of
being criticized. But if we ourselves, as humans, will make ourselves a little
more liberal, at least walk in the middle of the road and not in the extremes,
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don't jump to conclusions, let time tell its story and it will, always, then we
will make it easier for these people, and then we will move a little faster be
cause we can'~ be stubborn forever, that's for sure. If we have to move, let us
move intelligently.

Also, in reference to the space people, who are coming our way--no greater evi
dence or greater statement has been made then that ~as made on Jull 17tn at the
Gene~a Conference when a publication came from there saying thathere was a bill
introduced into the Conference to do something about or deal with the people of
other worlds. It said nothing about their coming, it said more likely that they
are here, mingling among us. That's the way it read. Now the bill was right in
line with all the rest of the things they were to talk about at that Conference,
and it did not come from any one government ••• since four powers were involved,
it must have come from the core of the four. They must have talked about some
thing in reference to space because they also came out and announced the space-
platform. We give thanks for that to Pr n, who in the first place,
six months prior to that introduced it ~nto the Parliament of France through Mvndes
France and that's how it got to Geneva.

You couldn't get better information from a higher authority than that. Now, all
we have to do is settle down and have an open mind that the fears of others may
not be promoted by your own fears (people fear what they do not understand).
Once the fears go down, it ~on't be long before we can have the real truth about
the whole thing which is as real as you here, s~tting in those seats.

Here is a map of the planet Mars •••all its lines etc. It reads on top ••• tfIN
TELLIGENT LIFE ON .biLARS POSSIBLE", biologists say. Now it took several groups of
scientists to come to this conclusion f~ one thing. Down the line it reads a....
about the vegetation and things that have been discovered. This coming year they
will have more information about this same thing, because last year they took
20,000 photogfaphs from various- parts of the world from Africa to Pasedena or
Palomar and this was their conclusion. They say right here that at the junction
~here these lines meet, ~hich are the canals, that it looks like cities are there.
They have seen that much through telescopes and photographs which they took
through telescopes••• so they are eoming close.to the statement made by Dr.
Lowell who was the first to promote the idea of life on Mars.

Her'e's a diagram from Germany pri~r _to war ending. The Germans were already
working on a Flying Saucer. It tells you all about it here ••• there are diagrams
of all kinds. It was mostly propelled by jet propulsion, as you oan see. But,
even then, we had started to~ard space and since then have moved a long way.

For those of you who have been wondering about contacts, here's something from
Argentina. This is a drawing of a ship that landed there. If you would see that,
there are four men marked in there in a transparent canopy, who, at the time of
the landing were dressed in white. They were about 6 feet in height. The man
who had this experience drew up one of these maps for the Argentine government
and he sent me a duplicate. It is a map showing the territory--where other ships
have landed in different parts of Argentina, also where they were sighted. If
you could see my files, you would be surprised.

Another thing I want to make clear. I mentioned in my book about etal (or
slag) that I received from a ship under repair on the second contac I do not
give an analysis in that book of what the metal was composed of, and yo ~ a
right to ask. ~ain,I could not publish it for a simple reason. When Desmond
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Leslie was here I ~ave him a bit of the metal to take to Great Britain to have
analyzed. He did have it analyzed and this is the analysis, right here, from
England, In the second line it says that the British overnment restric ed it
and what they restrict, we restrict. Therefor, could no into e
book, for if I had, they would have taken the book off the market. The reason
the analysis is restricted is that two elements ~ere found, according to this
article, that are not kno~n on this ear • ow, may be here; but we may
not have yet discovered them since they are not known on this earth. One thing
is definite and proves in this analysis that the ships are made of aluminum and
iron. The odd part is that as far as we know at the present time, aluminum and
iron cannot be mixed together. Yet it is done in this case and there is an im
portant reason for this. Those of you who are sdientifically-minded will agree wit
me ••• aluminum is a very good conductor of electricitY,(but it doesn't hold it).
Iron does hold electricity, and these ships must have something that will hold
the natural or static electricity as well as something that will give it off as
fast as it takes it. We have proof now that the ships are made that way.

QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE

Q. How do other planets handle weather conditions?

A. Nobody can handle weather conditions. If some of us knew how to handle
~eather conditions, we'd all want sunny days for our own personal needs

and there would be no rain and the next thing we'd know we would have no food.
Nature handles that. However, these people have learned to detect and control
storms like we have just had along the coast of Florida. We have learned to do
that.

Q. Did you actually visit the moon as you stated in your book and it so tell
us about the trip.

A. I have. Therels nothing much to tell, frankly speaking. Not much more than
if you were to travel from Lo~ Angeles to New York in a plane. You don't

see anything when you are traveling in that way_ You dontt even know you are
\ moving because there is no means of knowing how fast the ship is going by your

reaction as you would in an automobile, or something like that. The only thing
I can tell you is that space, itself, i a even though the sun is shining
brightly on our earth. In space is much activity and itts not hot out there •••
it's plenty cold. When you get in a dark part of it. you'll see something like
this: You know what a or r~ is like when it is flying at night? (¥ou have
them here in the east). WeI I it's as though billion~ of them, 11ke~w-flakes,
moving through space, flickering here and there, but not producing light to 11
luminate spaee. Once in a while, you see a dark object, darker than space it
self, that seems to pe moving through space but you can't see what it is unless
you look through intruments at it as it is moving. So that is about as muoh as
you can see. Of course, when yoU get away "from the earth, the earth begins to
get smaller and smaller, and at the distance of the moon, it looks much bigger
than the moon does when it is setting or ri~ing•••a lot bigger ••• and it has a
very yellowish. cast to it, not purely white.

Now as far as the moon itself is concerned, and its craters,-well, if you have
a good telesoope, you have probably seen movements and craters many times •••
even lights moving in the craters. That's been known by astronomers long ago.
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In fact, even in Galileo's time. But nobody seemed to know what caused the move
ment,-one day there would be lights seen in the craters, the next day they were
gone. Now it has come to be known that there are bases on the moon that these
people who are traveling our way use; the same as we are intending to establish
bases on the moon once we get out there. That has been the talk some time. While,
on the other side of the moon it is well populated and fairly' cool. The side of
the moon that we see is about like our own desert. But aside from that, it is on
ly a smaller planet and is chemically composed the same as our own. Some people
insist it is a dead lanet. Youtv ~Yer seen a dead form, living as the moon has
been living out t ere, a I these thousands of years. It would disintegrate, had
it been dead, by now. But it is still there. As far as the air around it is con
cerned, it has long ago been detected that there was air on the moon••• since a
meteorite will not burn unless it encounters friction, and they have been seen to

oing towards the moon.

Q. Will you give an explanation of Universal Law?

A. It is very hard to put into a brief statement. The universe is so big. But
the briefest way I can explain it would be something like this: Nature is a law.
Itts a universal one. To go further, to give you some idea how the law of nature
operates over forms, if you only want to look•••The sun asks no question, what
faith you may be, what color you are •••or whether you are good, bad, or indifferent,
according to the opinion of men. It shines upon you. That's a just law. It is not
a respector of persons or forms. That is the Universal Law, right there, in action.

~ Have you come across any information about Mu or Atlantis in your contacts?

A. I have some information but not enough to talk about because the major job was
to get this infor.mation that is now in the book and that's all. They didn't

I
talk much about the past, but they do have records about this world dating back

.
about 12 different civilizations. There was only one civilization of the 12 that
did not annihilate itself. It was only slightly known on this earth•••it was the
Triton race from which the Greeks borrow their Triton god, which is half fish and
half man.

At this point, a minister rose from the audience and approached the speake~'s

platform.

Minister: Mr. Adamski, as Pilate said to Jesus as Jesus stood before him, U'What
is Truth?U We are all interested in Truth. The scientist speaks Truth.

Thatls the reason I am here; to ask you a question. I don't wish to be petty or .
small but I am interested in finding the Truth. You have offered a challenge to
religious leaders. I am an ordained minister of the gospel. I'd like to get down
to the bas~c issues and ask you just a few questions. First of all, I have read
your book. I am interested in directing a question concerning an idea presented
in the book ••• the idea that is presented is that Jesus The Christ, was a visitor
from outer space, and that we have received other vis~

Mr. Adamski: No ••• just a minute. We'll stop right there. Let's take one point
at a time. It doesn't say that Jesus was a visitor from outer

space. It does say there were messiahs sent here and each time they have been
killed, hurt, or something has been done to them, but it doesn't have any re
ference to Jesus, directly. It mentioned messiahs, and if you took it that He
was one of them, that would probably work in there.
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Minister: I don't have the direct quotation. I wish I did.

Mr. hdamski: I know what is in there, though. It could be confusing.

Y~nister: The idea was presented concerning thnt there have been many messiahs.

Mr. Adamski: That's right. There have been.

Minister: That they come from outer space •••and that Jesus was one of them.

Mr. Adamski: Well, letts go a little further. ~bile we are talking about this
outer space, we are not talking about a myth. We are talking about

space that everybody knows exists within which planets are floating. This planet,
itself, came out of space, it had to be born within space. So let's go from there.

!linister: The bible teaches us that Jesus Christ was The Only Begotten Son of
God.

Mr. Adamski: Very well. Let's stop there for a moment. If we go that far, who was
the man who was known as Adam since he was the first man ever to

step foot upon this earth? Would he not also be the first man, the Son of God,
of Whom he was created?

Minister: Adam, of course, was created of God.

Mr. Adamski: That's right. As an off-spring, he would be a son, as we understand
the word son.

Ydnister: The scriptures do not speak of Adam as the Only Begotten Son of God.

Mr. Adamski: He was the only one on earth according to that, but I sometimes
wonder where one of his sons got his wife in the Land of Nod.

Where did she come from?

Minister: But the distinct terminology of the Scripture is that Jesus is the
ONLY Begotten Son of God, and the Bible plainly teaches us that Jesus

Christ was unique, that He was Virgin Born, we might go so far as to say that the
Scripture teaches us that He was God in the Flesh.

Mr. Adamski: All right. God in the Flesh, and for that He was nearly killed.
Assuming that which He didn't assume but others have assumed.

Just the same as a lot of us assume a lot of thingso When He talked to the
Pharisees and they wanted to stone Hime to death, He said, "Why do you want to
stone me,-for the good 'Works I have shown you?", and as He also stated, HAs
a man thinketh so is he"; these men were thinking in terms of murder at that moment.
And yet He went to their scripture, the scripture of the time, and He said, to
defend Himself, "Know ye not that ye are Gods and the Scripture cannot be broken?"
He called them Gods, too. All those fellows who were ready to murder Him; it's
quite clear at that point.

Minis~er: Then are we to assume by what you have said that there is a plurality
of Deity, because Jesus was God. Therefore these other beings that

have come are Gods?
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1f~. Adamski, Yes •• e 1et t s stop there o If you read your Dible correctly, sir,
you will find that statement to be true, because Jesus never

considered "God" as a Supreme Being~ He considered God as a man. And in the
Egyptian Period when all the spac0-ships ~ere coming, since evrything coming
from the sky was supposed to be coming from heaven, when they saw them come
down, they considered the visitors Lords, Gods, or Angels. But ~hen Jesus
talked abol.lt a Supreme Being, He said, "I of myself do nothing but the Father
who vvorketh through me do all the works. I and the Father are oneil 0 And when
He was on the cross, even at the last moment, He didn't say "God". He complained
to God, by saying, "Lord, My God, why hast Thou forsaken me?", but in the
same breath He also said, "I give my spirit unto the Father that it may return
from whence it came lt • There's a difference.

Minister: Well, let's get right down to basic facts. We won't get anywhere,
as long as ~e aren't going to agree on one basic point. Is, in your

opinion, the Bible the inspired Word of Almighty God, the record of God ap
pearing and moving, talking and revealing Himself to mankind?

Mr. Adamski: Since Jesus said to the Pharisees, "Know ye not that ye are Gods?"
41 ••yes ••• for all men.

Minister: But in the sense that the Bible is the inspired Word of ONE God?

Mr. Adamski: !!1 words of men are inspired whether he perverts them or not. Let
me quote from this angle so that you may understand me. Since the

first breath of life was breathed into Adam when he was created, that breath made
him a living man, a living soul known as man. You show me yourself if you can
live more that four minutes without the breath that you breathe and then if you
can't, where you are getting your breath from. Is somebody dishing it out by
the gallon to you, or is it free wherever you go and no questions asked. ~here

is it then coming from if it isn't coming from the Supreme Eeing of the
Supreme Universe?

Minister: The first question I asked was if Adam was created by the Supreme
Deity. You have answered that. Now.o.is it or is it not the ~ord

of God••• the Bible I am speaking of••• the Old and New Testament?

Mr. Adamski: I grant you our Bible is all right. I'm not condemning the Bible.
Don't misunderstand me. It is a very good history of man's gro~th

in the things that have happened, and who governed the whole thing.
It did put us in the relationship of the Supreme Being. At the same time, this
is a universal thing at this moment that is happeninge Dontt forget that there
are many other Bibles, too. Many others that served a lot more people than
merely Christendom~ There are a lot more people who believe other angles than
Christianity. Christianity is a small number in a sense o So we must acknow
ledge them all on the basis as a whole~ These people are living too, and they
are the creation of a Creator. (~pplause).

Minister: I think that you misunderstand the main purpose of my question.
In other words, I am sking not with the Bible as a history. I'm

asking whether it is the product of the inspiration of Almighty God?
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Mr. Adamski: All writings are a product of that since man must breathe before
he can live and write. And his breath is holy if he understands
it.

Nd.nister: Everything of man is not of God.

Mr. Adamski: What is it of, then?

Minister; Jesus said, nyo.u are not of God but of your father v'IJh1ch is the
Devil" •

Mr. Adamski: He said Q2. such thing! Paul sa.id, copying after Jesus, "Marvel,
marvel, for Satan himself shall become an angeltt .May I ask you

a question, not that I want to put you on the spot, but to clear up some
points. I don't like to put anybody on the spot. Is God, wetll take the word
llGodtt ••• all there is and outside of God is absolutely nothing? Is He all in
clusive?

~flnister: No, how can He be?

Nl.T. Adamski: Well, brother. I don't know where you get it.

Minister: Is evil God?

Mr. Adamski: Isn't God all inclusive? Isnft God the totality of all that
ever was in Eternity?

Minister: Q2£ is Eternal.

Mr. Adamski: All right. Vmat is outside of Eternity? If God is Eternity then,
we start from there.

Minister: Well, let's take the problem of Good and Evil.

Mr. Adamski: But where is it if Eternity is Eternity? What's outside of
Etennity? Eternity is supposed to have no beginning and no

ending and Evil must be within.

Minister: But God's creation is apart from Him.

Mr. Adamski: Now, if God is the only Creator there is, how come the Devil
was created? filiere did he get his creation from?

Minister: That is your question to ans~er. I affirmed it as a reality, sir.

Mr. Adamski: I'm taking your Devil. How was he created?

Minister: There is Evil. Shall we deny Evil?

Mr. Adamski: I know your point. I would like to talk with you on that •••!
could talk a long time on it with you in public or otherwise.
But let me say this; Jesus said, "Have patience, for patience

has a reward or recompense. For those who have lost patience become ship-
wrecks"_ Now, you mentioned other messiahs that I wrote about in the book, as
it was given men. ehlin, after whom China was named, was a great messiah to
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that race of people and he was asked what is Evil and he answered it this way-
"Evil is an unripened fruit". Can we prove it? Yes" You yourself, as a child,
no doubt picked an apple long before it was ready to be eaten••• and if you
ate a lot of them, you got a nice stomack ache. Your mother had to get a
doctor. Very evil effect •• ae.ll because .rou had not been patient enough to .
wait until it was ripened. So, you might say the statement about both parties,
or both messiahs, one for the Chinese, one for us, are identical, in a sense,
••• spoken at different times and conveyed in a different manner. I don't
deny any of themc •• they all had their place. No one man constructs a build
ing, it takes many talents to put up a mansion.

Let me tell you, sir, I have studied con~arative religions, I've studied them
all ••• l don't deny any of them.

In the Catholic Church, you have the Father, The Sao, and The Holy Ghost. If you
see a picture which you probably have seen of the three sitting on a throne,
you will find 24 cupids, little angels with wings on. You go to the Chrsitian
Bible and in Revelations you read in there, "Twenty·-four Enders around the
throne of God". You go to the·u ist or to the Chinese, to their statue
that represents Deity. Naturally they are darker, they are going to color it
after their skin, but still a human being. Deity••• and it's got twelve arms on
each side. Fundamentally they all speak the same language, represent the same
thing••• twenty-four Elders around the throne of God. Their arms are helpless,
these cupids are helpless, t1l'4elve are' ip. Haayeo and t~elv€ in-.-the- earth. Yes,
we can get confused, yet fundamentally they mean the same thing. You and I
are not having any argument. You couldn't speak to me, I couldn't speak to
you if the breath was not granted to us by the same Supreme B~~ng~ what-
ever you may name Him. -----

Minister: I have the answer to my questions.

~tt. Adamski: Let me clear on another question that is brought up,-on
reincarnation v Reincarnation means to be reborn. Where in

the Bible does it say you will not have to be reborno In our term8, it is
resurrection, jJl other terms borrowed from the Hindu, since they are look
ing to the same God for help, it is called re-birth or reincarnation. So
you see, labels are quite confusing, sometimes, yet funda~&ntal1y they mean
the same thing. I donit deny your sincerity but if the religious bodies of
this world do not open up and I mean all of them, I'll assure you that you
will be alive to see it, •••every church that is open today might not be
open in 1970, fifteen years from now. Because the generation that is coming
up is space-minded, and they will follow science. We had better begin to
blend if we are going to keep the moral standards~ (Applause). If you could
read my mail, you would come to the same conclusiono

Minister: You have presented Jesus in a light that makes Him not my Saviour,
not the Son of God, that even Jesus, as such, represented Himself

as the Word of God.
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Mr. Adamski: Jesus~ represent0d Hireself as that. If anyone proclaimed
Him for the Christ, it was Peter. He always claimed Himself

as Jesus, read it correctly and you vvou.td no make that statement .. Jesus
always said, "I am in the world .but not of it". That is true, none of us
are of it. Even the world is not of its own. It was not until when He re
turned from a journey VJhich He. v~as upon by Himself when He asked, "Who do
people say that I am?lt, and the disciples answeredand said He was Elijah,
Moses, or someone else o He was quite discouraged with that kind of an
answer so He said to His disciples, "Who doest thou say I am?". He handed
over a key at that point •• eand that is when Peter said, "Thou art the
Christ (he didn't say "Jesus"), the Son of the Living God". Jesus con
firmed it by saying these wordsc •• ltPlesh and Blood (Which was Jesus) hath
not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in Heaven". Now as a re
sult of this statement, the Catholic Church accepted that and put Peter
as the foundation of the Church as the man who holds the keys to the King
dom of Heaven. Did you catch ~here the key was handed over by Jesus' state
ment? There's a lot more in that Bible than you probably realized. Let us
go over that againe~oI thiru{ it should be known to you for you can do much
good. He said, "Flesh and Elood ll

o Everybody judged Jesus from a physical
angle ~s you and I judge each other. The physical angle does not tell us
what makes that physical body tick. But Peter was so deep in concentra
tion or meditation that he looked through that body into the body and saw
the DWELLER in that body. And he called that the Christ. Jesus acknow
ledged it~ VVhen you and I are able to see the Life, the Force, call it
what you will, that actually brings forth every form regardless of whether
it be man or tree or wha.t it is that supports that form, makes that form
possible, makes it live, then we are seeing, you might say, the Creator,
face-to-face, in a small way. For no form manifests without this power o

That's what that really means& That's when the key was handed over Yet,
we do find all kinds of groups studying the occult, the metaphysical, all
sorts of things, and the key has never been realized by any of them. It
takes more than a study, it also takes living. You must admit, sir, that
had the teachings of Jesus as He taught them1 let us say as just a man,
(Letts put Him that low for the sake of showing how great He was) been
believed, they would have been lived•••and had they been lived, we would
have never seen the last t~o wars. (Applause). It's one thing to preach,
it's another thing to live.

The Minister sat down and the questions resumed from the audience.

Q. Are there Visitors in the audience?

A. If there were I would not tell you.

Q. Why not?

A. For one reason, I don't betray a trust once it is placed in me. For
your sake of seeing them, T;\lould not place tnem"" in jeopardy ~r they

were here. I am not a hyprocrite and I am not a betrayer of human kind-

I

ness. You are speaking from a selfish angle. Not only that, if you your
self were in the field of Real Self, you wouldn't ask me the question if
they were here, you would know it6 (Applause). I know when there is a
strange condition about me, any time.
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Q. Are they ghosts?

A. If you are looking for a ghost, they nught be ghosts to you~ To me they
are as real as you are an~ you aren't much of a ghost. A lot of people

have been trying to mt~e ghosts out of them, that's true.

Q. They are not human like we are?

A. Then you are not hurr~, either.

Q. ~Jhat kind of communication did you have with the man from Venus?

A. The first communication was not much different than you would have a
communication with an animal that you have not epoken to and he would

understand you, like a dog w'gg ns. his tail long before you spoke a word,
He would understand whether you are going to et him or hurt him. Or not
much different than if you had a mother 8,000 miles away from here and had
not written to her for some time. All is well and then all of a sudden when
you ~ere the busiest, maybe, on that day you get a thought or ~orry what might
have happened. It's the same method by which communication can be made, any
where. That's the Universal Language, if you understand language. For ins
tance, is there any hQman being here· the audience who has ever received
a thought in a loud form as I speak now? All impressions and all motions
of life are silent as far as promotion of the powers which is back of it.
They go into action later. We receive a thought or an idea, then we speak
in a form of words to convey it to another." So that is the true language of
the Universe. However, the visitors do sp~ak our languages. After all, they
can tune in on our radios, if nothing else. But no life has been born any
other way but through silence. No life manifests except only through si-
lence and utterance is given after the impressions are placed upon that
or any other form. When you study thct a little bit yourself, yOU'll begin
to find yourself, instead of a skeleton of a form that people recognize
aR a m~r.. Then finally you will come to the point. where you will be real
izing when the Greek said, tiMan, 1,{now thyself and ye shall Know a:J..l t.hings",
you'11 know the real thing of you' As it is now, your body and mine and
everybody's else's is nothing but a shadow, a ce.sing in which that other
pwer works, which is yourself.

Q. Do you believe cosmic power will be used in the future instead of
atomic power?

A. That is very true. We are already hooking unto it and it's a matter of
time now•••we will have the first ship going on it. In fact, TWA has

even got a contest in that field today. You can see what they're driving
at in the year 1970.

Q. Did you feel any acceleration when you left the ~IDther Earth?

A. There is no acoeleration because what they use is a force fO By
harnessing-the same force that operates our world, which we call at

mosphere, around us. If you were at the fringe of our atmosphere, you'd
know whether we are moving or not but being in a sea of the atmosphere,
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living right on earths like a fish in the water doesn't know th ocean is
rough on top. They produce this force field, as it is kno~n, something
likeoJ>.if you threw a pebble in a still pool of.wo.ter, you'll notice wave
let after wavelet going out until it reaches the shore. Where the pebble
dropp.ad is whore the ship is, and 'wavelets like that are produced all a
round the ship; sometimes they are so strong they produce light and you do
not see the ship at all when the force field is very heavy. They are actual-
ly flying within their own atmosphere, their own gravity, which they have built
up according to the pressure of their own beings. When they come into our
system or our atn~sphere, then they blend.

~. Do you have any information c0hcerning the Geneva Conference?

A. I can't understand how people could have missed ite It was on the radio
and everything.e.released in Jeneva on July 16.

(. I-IOi~ about psychic phenomena?

A. Psychic pehenomena is a misinterpretation of natural phenomena. For
instance, the words telepathY3 clcirvoyance, clairaudience, extra

sensory perception and all those oth~r labels are just labels. They don't
mean anything different than what you were born with. All impressions come
by channel of feeling which comes through silence or by a form of silence
unto you. Later you give it expression. And that's oftimes called psychic
c}lanCl€l w::ier: is a f\erV8rs.:J 011 cf .l,:.nt~ tr:....i:.:l> .:..:-: .~ ha:~J SG:':lSc; .. You :~rG a ~at···

erial form materialized through birth from substance not seen before until
it materialized into a formo The earth is that very thing, itselfe So we
go into matter. We can prove chemically in a laboratory that matter is in
destructible, ~hile the form made up of matter can change fronl state to
state, the true essence of matter is indestructible. So matter, therefor,
is eternal. Therefore, if matter is eternal, the intelligence that governs matter
and puts it into form from time to time is equally etcrnalo You don't need any
religion for that understandingo It's scientifically proved already. There
has been much confusion promoted because there has been much promotion on
the materialization of the ships of these people which is a total falsity.
Yfuat a fool would I be if I could materialize and dematerialize as these
ships are supposed to be doing, to buy a ticket in Los Angeles for New
York, when I could bingo! be there, deliver the message, bingol be home
8...Y1d without any inconve.nience I> V/hat a fool waul d the,Y be. eamrt peo!,le
li:-ce that tv 'cuilu ships of metd~s ·!.,t~at arc ~na.ja 01' iro!: and alwrJ.rlwn, LL'
they could do this. No, they still have to ride in mechanical devices the
same as we dOcThey do not materialize or dematerialize in the sense that the
idea has been promotedo

One thing is definite, as far as your process of life is concerned, you
couldn't die if you w&lted to, if you understand it properly?

Q" Will you take a lie detector test?

Ae I have said before I do not believe in lie detectors. They are no use
in themselveso I begin to wonder how to classify your intelligence when

you ask that, (Applause)o I will say, however,eooI find all of you are very
good sports. (FinQ).


